Village of Lincolnwood Environmental Commission
Village Hall Council Chambers
Monday, December 6, 2021
7:00 P.M.
Meeting Agenda
1. Call to Order
2. Roll Call
3. Assignment of a Temporary Presiding Officer
4. Approval of Minutes from the October 4, 2021 Environmental Commission Meeting
5. New Business
a. Analysis of Power Aggregation Options Presentation and Discussion – NIU MPA
Students (Robert Bohannon, Terry Lusby Jr., and Christine Wagner)
b. Proposed Calendar
c. Review of OakToberfest
6. Old Business
a. Lincolnwood in Bloom Winners
7. Staff Report
a. Upcoming Presentations and Requests
b. Reminder about Completing Anti-harassment Training
8. Comments from the Public
9. Adjournment
Date Posted: December 2, 2021
By: Jonathan Bogue, Assistant to the Village Manager

Draft

Village of Lincolnwood Environmental Commission Meeting
Village Hall Council Chambers
Monday, October 4, 2021
7:00 P.M.

Meeting Minutes
1. Call to Order
The meeting was called to order at 7:01pm by Assistant to the Village Manager (AttVM),
Jonathan Bogue.
2. Roll Call
Members Present
Najia Ahmed, Presiding Officer
Nashra Mohammed, Commissioner
Amreena Suri, Commissioner
Dale Wickum, Commissioner
Tabassum Qurashi, Commissioner
Jonathan Mark Powell, Commissioner
Sharon Mau, Commissioner
Susan Perdomo, Commissioner
Members Absent
Richard Sloan, Commissioner
Gabriella Kowalczyk, Commissioner
Mira Mazur, Commissioner
Staff Present
Jonathan Bogue, Staff Liaison
Brendon Mendoza, Assistant to the Public Works Director
3. Assignment of a Temporary Presiding Officer
Commissioner Ahmed was recommended by Commissioner Wickum. This was seconded by
Commissioner Qurashi. The motion was passed unanimously by voice.
4. Approval of Minutes from the October 4, 2021 Environmental Committee Meeting
Commissioner Powell made a motion to approve the minutes as amended. This was seconded
by Commissioner Qurashi.
On Roll Call the results were:
Ayes: Commissioners Ahmed, Mohammed, Suri, Wickum, Qurashi, Powell, Mau, Perdomo.

Draft
Nayes: None
Motion: Approved 8-0
5. New Business
a. Scheduled Clean-up for Union Pacific Path – March 27, 2022
Commissioner Mau shared that the date was chosen because there is no holiday or holy day.
She shared that the 2021 event was held during the same time of year and it was a success.
Additionally, Commissioner Mau shared that more of the UP Path will be included in the clean
up as last year it was done from Pratt to Lincoln and this year the plan is to do from Devon to
Touhy.
AttVM Bogue echoed that late March is a good time of year for this event. Presiding Officer
Ahmed asked if the event is volunteer based or if organizations will be recruited to help out
and AttVM Bogue suggested to save that conversation for a later date.
Commissioner Mau finally shared that the Public Works and Parks and Recreation
Departments will be coordinated with to provide supplies for event participants.
b. Lincolnwood in Bloom
Assistant to the Public Works Director Mendoza gave a presentation on the 2021 Lincolnwood
in Bloom contest. He shared it’s an opportunity for residents to show off their landscaping and
encourages the beautification of homes within the community. He shared the 2021 contest
ended on September 10 and prizes will be available to winners. Finally, he provided an
overview of the seven submissions and asked the Commission to vote for their top three by
October 8.
6. Old Business
a. OakToberfest
AttVM shared that Public Works Department cleaned the windows at the Community Center
so posters can be hung for Oaktoberfest.
Commissioner Ahmed asked how the oak saplings will be picked up and AttVM Vogue shared
that the Public Works Department will be picking them up from MWRD.
AttVM Bogue that the event will be shared though various Village communication channels
including Lincolnwood Connections, the website, cable channel slide show, Facebook, Twitter
and Nextdoor. Commissioner Wickum shared that he runs a Facebook page called
Lincolnwood Time Machine and is willing to share Village Facebook posts on the page.
Commissioner Ahmed shared that she wants posters hung at the Community Center, Village
Hall, the Library, L Woods, the local mosque, the Assyrian Cultural Foundation, the three
schools in Lincolnwood, and the congregation at Crawford and Touhy. Commissioner Mau
suggested that posters also get hung at the Chicago Center on Lincoln Avenue and the Lincoln
Café nearby.

Draft
Commissioner Ahmed shared that she reached out to WasteNot compost who stated they
would like to attend the event in person. She followed up and asked the group if she should
invite Collective Resource and the group expressed interest in having her do so.
Commissioner Ahmed reviewed the different tables that will be present at the meeting. Table 1
will include a program feedback survey and the group discussed the best way to go about it.
AttVM shared that the use of QR codes could be useful so participants can complete a survey
on their phone. Table 2 will be staffed by Commissioners Powell and Suri and will include
information from MWRD on how to care for Oak Saplings, as well as the usefulness of rain
barrels. Table 3 will be staffed by Commissioner Ahmed and Trustee Halevi and will include
information on food waste and recycling, as well as information from SWANCC, the EPA, and
educational games for kids that include prizes. Table 4 will be run by Commissioner
Mohammed and will include information about composting. Commissioner Mohammed shared
that a high school student from Evanston will be there to discuss how composting can be made
accessible for low-income individuals. Table 5 is for Waste Not and Collective Resource
composting. Table 6 is for Wild Birds Unlimited. Table 7 will be run by Commissioner Mau to
share information about prairie gardens and 2022 Lincolnwood in Bloom, give away planting
seeds, and provide advice about residential gardening. Table 8 will be managed by Trustee
Sargon and will include a coloring activity for kids. Table 9 will be run by Dale Wickum and is
where the oak saplings will be given away as well as guidance on how to plant the trees
without interfering with public utilities.
7. Staff Report
AttVM Bogue shared that much of what was to be shared during his staff report was discussed
during the previous item. He encouraged members to take a survey to help the Commission
hone in on their priorities to assist the Village Board with providing them direction. He also
mentioned the potential for a future, large scale pumpkin smash/compting event.
8. Comments from the Public
There were none.
9. Adjournment
Commissioner Qurashi made a motion to adjourn the meeting at 8:05 p.m. Commissioner
Powell seconded the motion.
Ayes: Commissioners Ahmed, Mohammed, Suri, Wickum, Qurashi, Powell, Mau, Perdomo.
Nays: None
Motion: Approved 8-0
By: Matthew Pasquini, Management Analyst
Edited by: Jonathan Bogue, Assistant to the Village Manager
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“THE FUTURE IS GREEN ENERGY, SUSTAINABLE, RENEWABLE ENERGY”
-Arnold Schwarzenegger

Executive Summary
Problem Statement:
The Village of Lincolnwood is examining power aggregation options, including programs that are
renewable energy based. This report considers the history of power aggregation in Illinois and how
the traditional programs work, compared to those with renewable options, analyze options and the
environmental and financial implications for Lincolnwood.

Problem Analysis:
There are several considerations that must be made when contemplating an electrical aggregation
program for a community, an option made possible by the State of Illinois with the interest to
break up monopolies of electric supply. Cost, customer service, politics, economics, environmental
and societal impacts must all be weighed alongside the needs and goals of the village and its
stakeholders.
Options for electrical aggregations include traditional formats, with a more competitive rate than
ComEd per kilowatt hour of energy, typically from traditional sources. Other options include
renewable programs that utilize renewable energy credits (RECs) to offset energy costs supplied to
a municipality from traditional sources. Several municipalities have aggregations of this type that
match the ComEd supply rate but purchase RECs to cover the needs of the community. The
supplier uses a complicated formula to determine what portion of residents will be switched to
their supply versus remaining with ComEd as the supplier. These program structures are more
complicated behind the scenes and can sometimes cause confusion among residents during
supplier change.
The aggregation energy suppliers observed in the ComEd territory include AEP, Constellation,
Dynegy, Eligo, Energy Harbor, MC Squared and Nordic Energy. Most of the aggregations in
ComEd Territory are held by Dynegy (39%), Eligo (26%) and MC Squared (19%). The customer
service ratings on a scale of 1-5 (1-poor, 5-best) for each of these companies are all either 4 or 5,
indicating low customer complaint rates. Of the cities researched in either proximity or size of
Lincolnwood, the most popular aggregation choice was MC Squared Energy Services.
The goal of an aggregation is to gain purchasing power by banding residents of an area together.
This concept can be compounded by joining the Northern Illinois Municipal Electric Collaborative
that bands together 140 municipalities to maximize purchasing power. The use of a consultant
such as this can significantly reduce staff time spent on aggregations now and into the future, at no
cost to Lincolnwood residents.
The largest challenge facing an electrical aggregation presently is market volatility and rising cost
of natural gas. The savings per kilowatt hour that were realized in the past may not be possible.
Other concerns lie in customer service aspects and staff time. An aggregation will require thorough
communication planning regardless of the type or program structure. The more complicated the
program, the more staff time will be required for explanations.
The benefits of seeking an electrical aggregation for Lincolnwood is that it leaves nothing on the
table. Exploring options can uncover potential savings for residents or gain renewable energy
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benefits at the same rate as ComEd. Renewable energy options have the potential to impact
political, economic, social, and environmental agendas. If renewable programs meet certain
criteria, the city could be designated a US EPA Green Power Community or meet other green
initiatives for Lincolnwood.
If the board and staff of Lincolnwood decide to move forward with an aggregation program, a
communication plan must be incorporated into the project. The residents and eligible small
business owners will need to be notified of the aggregation selection, program details, and opt-out
instructions if desired. The communications plan should include social media postings, mailings,
and program rollout instructions for staff. Frequently asked questions and updates to the
aggregation can be posted online and provided to staff who will receive calls and visitors regarding
the program.

Recommendation:
With the pricing power of a grouped customer base for cities and villages such as Lincolnwood,
energy provided by third-party vendors can have more attractive rates than ComEd. This power
aggregation can also help provide increased sustainability for the residents, the Village, and the
state of Illinois by encouraging the utilization of renewable energies as the source of power and
enabling the Village to receive a civic contribution at zero added cost to residents and the Village.
Lincolnwood can lower its carbon footprint with the increased use of renewable energies.
Additionally, the partnership with a power aggregator that provides at least five percent of its
electrical power via renewable sources will allow the city to be designated a US EPA Green Power
Community. It is recommended that a third-party consultant be used to obtain a renewable energy
electrical aggregation, maximizing the buying power for Lincolnwood with no cost to residents.
The consultant will alleviate pressure from staff to seek bids, field calls and perform analysis year
after year.
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Introduction:
All municipalities have a fixed responsibility to provide cost-effective measures and policies for
the residents and businesses within their boundaries. Power aggregation is one of the effective
methods municipalities enlist to reduce the overall cost of electrical power supply for the
municipality, residents, and businesses. By banding the whole municipality together with residents
and eligible small businesses, the municipality can negotiate the purchase of the combined power
supply as a group through a competitive bidding process. The municipality can typically negotiate
a much lower rate than an individual if they try to purchase it independently. Power aggregation
contracts typically expire after one to three years, which leaves the municipality's responsibility or
the resident and small business to renegotiate a new contract individually or pay the current
ComEd or Ameren Illinois utility rate at that particular time.

Problem Statement: The Village of Lincolnwood is examining power aggregation options,
including programs that are renewable energy based. This report will consider the history of power
aggregation in Illinois and how the traditional programs work, compared to those with renewable
options, analyze available options and the environmental and financial implications for
Lincolnwood.

Problem Background
The Illinois Power Agency (IPA) was established in 2007 by the Illinois Public Act 95-481
(Illinois General Assembly, 2020). The IPA was established to certify the power supply
procurement within Illinois to provide a cost-effective, efficient, ethical, and transparent method to
ensure one or a few companies do not monopolize the power supply industry within Illinois.
Therefore, residents and businesses can secure power supply at the best possible prices that the
market will bear.
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There are two different types of aggregation programs within Illinois, Opt-out and Opt-in. Opt-out
requires residents to vote on a referendum that automatically combines the electric load for
residents and small businesses except those who choose not to participate in the purchase
agreement. In the Opt-in contract, the resident and small business must request to opt-in to the
agreement for them to participate and take advantage of negotiated aggregation contract rates.
With the purchasing power of a grouped customer base for cities and villages such as the Village
of Lincolnwood, energy provided by third-party vendors typically supply a better cost-effective
rate than ComEd. Contracted power aggregation agreements can also assist with increased
sustainability for the residents, the Village, and the state of Illinois by encouraging the utilization
of renewable energies as the source of power and enabling the Village to receive a civic
contribution at zero added cost to residents of the Village.
Lincolnwood was previously involved in an electricity aggregation agreement with Integrys
Energy Services starting back in October of 2011 that provided a 30% reduction on electrical
supply rates. Still, the agreement expired in 2014 (Ordinance No. 2011-2952). The Village of
Lincolnwood is now examining power aggregation again, including programs that are renewable
energy-based. Our project review for Lincolnwood will look at the history of power aggregation in
Illinois and how the traditional programs work compared to renewable options. Further exploration
of supportive academic reviews, analyze available options and the possible environmental and
financial implications for Lincolnwood. Generally, there are five major benefits municipalities
typically receive when they enlist the cost-effective measures of power aggregation. These benefits
include guaranteed lower power supply rates with no risk of ever paying more than the ComEd
rate, no hidden fees or additional monthly fees, flexibility to join or leave the program, no
enrollment or switch fees, and the municipality receiving a civic contribution at zero added cost.

Options and Scope
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The state of Illinois allows the selection of electric service providers by a municipality or county
for their residents only in Ameren Illinois and ComEd service territories, not for municipal service
providers or electric cooperatives. The electrical needs of the Village may include all residential
accounts and eligible small businesses, as well as municipal accounts for streetlights, buildings,
and water systems. These must be evaluated internally and supplied during the bid process, should
they occur.
The purchasing power of a municipal aggregation can be further increased using a third-party
consultant, who represents a collective group of municipalities. A consultant, such as the Northern
Illinois Municipal Electric Collaborative (NIMEC), can gain significant negotiating power by
banding together 140 Municipalities (NIMEC, 2021). NIMEC offers municipalities the ability to
gain negotiation power at no cost to their citizens. Presently, there is no membership fee to join
NIMEC and no fees collected from the city for their services. Through contract agreements,
NIMEC receives a small percentage per kilowatt used by the Village and collects those fees
directly from the energy supplier, not the Village.
Using a consultant significantly reduces the amount of staff time to be spent, such as seeking bids
from electricity suppliers, conducting the switching process, developing marketing materials,
handling resident questions and concerns, etc. In addition to continuous monitoring of the program
and comparison to ComEd rates, the consultant provides, should it become necessary to opt-out of
the program and go back to ComEd as a supplier. When the aggregation expires or needs attention,
NIMEC handles the bulk of the work, reaching out as needed for direction, authorization, and
necessary account details.
Aggregations have the potential to meet environmental initiatives of the Village by seeking a
supplier with renewable energy sources, with rates below or equal to ComEd. The renewable
energy option is made possible through the purchase of Renewable Energy Certificates. If the
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Village chooses an aggregation with a company that offers 100% renewable energy for its citizens,
that means the supplier purchases enough renewable energy to cover the city's needs and receives a
credit from ComEd. Suppose renewable energy, for example, is purchased from wind farms in
northern Illinois. In that case, the electricity generated by the wind farm is not necessarily the
power that comes to the Village. Instead, because it has been paid for, it enters the larger grid of
ComEd, and is credited towards the village and the state’s renewable energy initiatives (see sample
renewable energy diagram in figure 1, MC Squared Energy, 2019). Furthermore, the power
supplied to the Village may not all come from the selected provider, depending on the program
structure.

Figure 1

ComEd charges the same rate for electricity regardless of consumption amount. This cost may be
lower for some properties and more for others, but a socialized rate is used by ComEd and
balances out across communities. The difference between the two costs (actual and billed) is
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referred to as the Purchased Electricity Adjustment (PEA). ComEd can adjust the PEA monthly if
necessary to cover costs. Since the cost to supply electricity to each home varies by individual
consumption level, those above a certain threshold will remain with ComEd as a supplier because
the purchased electricity through the aggregation is above the ComEd rate (see figure 2, NIMEC,
2019). An aggregation utilizing renewable energy credits (RECs) is made viable when a
substantial portion of the community's consumption has a high PEA and can be supplied by the
aggregation to maximize RECs purchased.

Figure 2

Supportive Academic Literature:
Power aggregation is another term for community choice aggregation (CCA); CCA is defined as a
procurement method that allows municipalities to procure electricity on behalf of residents and
small businesses within a particular area. Power aggregation empowers municipalities with the
ability to control local electrical portfolios while investor-owned utility companies such as ComEd
and Ameren Illinois Utilities remain responsible for transmission and distribution. CCAs first
emerged in the late 1990s. Massachusetts was the first state in the United States to pass CCA
legislation in 1997, and Illinois passed it in 2009 (Deryugina/MacKay/Reif, 2017). The advantages
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of CCAs continue to grow. More states are beginning to enact legislation to deregulate the control
of large utility companies and from monopolizing the industry. Today, ten states within the United
States have passed CCAs legislation, including California, Illinois, Maryland, Massachusetts, New
Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Rhode Island, and Virginia (LEAN Energy U.S., 2021).
Overall, CCA is a consumer protection measure and supply purchasing method that works in
partnership with existing utility companies to deliver electricity at a competitive price point,
efficiently maintain the grid, and provide improved billing and other customer services.
Historically, the electrical industry has been structured so only a few utility companies would be
responsible for generating, transmitting, and distributing services. Illinois has progressively
increased the deregulation of the electrical industry, allowing more citizens and small businesses to
choose from multiple retail electric suppliers. A significant feature of enabling deregulation within
the ten states was the freedom CCAs provided municipalities to become the default electricity
supplier, which allowed customers to opt out or return to purchasing their electrical utility service
from ComEd or Ameren, Illinois. The opt-out structure increases contract participation in lieu of a
voluntary “opt-in” structure because CCAs can aggregate a larger customer base by having more
buying power in wholesale markets. A key feature of power aggregation is the power of choice;
CCAs can select the electric supplier and may choose to offer more renewable energy options than
the current utility company (National Renewable Energy Laboratory, 2021). The method and
governance structures of CCAs differ from state to state. As with Massachusetts and other states,
the municipality established the CCA through approval by its trustee board/council. However, in
Illinois and other states, CCAs are pursued after the majority of voters approve a referendum. In
each instance, state regulators must oversee the CCA execution and oversight of the suppliers.
However, the municipality always takes the lead in negotiating with potential suppliers. CCAs
typically determine the mix of resources used to supply electricity to their residents and small
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businesses, including natural gas, coal, nuclear, renewable energy sources. The delivery of
electricity to residents and small businesses consists of two factors, supply, and distribution.
Suppliers generate or procure electricity, and distributors provide the infrastructure to deliver it
and often handle billing. Illinois has two primary regulated electricity distributors, Commonwealth
Edison (ComEd) and Ameren Illinois Utilities.
In 1997, the passage of the Consumer Choice Act initiated a competitive supply into the market
due to widespread deregulation that broke down the electrical monopolization of the industry. As
part of the implemented deregulation measures, the two major utility companies were encouraged
to separate their generation assets. These policies lead to the entry of multiple suppliers into the
market. A municipality, to initialize an opt-out aggregation program, must publicize a power
aggregation proposal to its constituents, hold a public meeting to present the proposal, discuss the
project details, and hold a vote. If the proposed referendum is passed, the municipality can proceed
with the aggregation program and negotiate on behalf of all willing residents and small businesses
(Bartling, 2018). Power aggregation contracts provide municipalities with exceptionally reliable
power supply at rates averaging 15 to 20 percent below the typically ComEd and Ameren Illinois
Utilities rate. Some of the benefits include increased buying power, customer service, contracts
will be under local municipal control, the purchasing process is regulated by bidding laws, and it's
non-discriminatory.
Municipalities with power aggregation contracts in place secure the capacity of controlling their
power supply without the financial burdens of purchasing and maintaining outdated infrastructure
(O’Shaughnessy, 2017). These contracts are ideal for municipalities that strive to provide costeffective measures to have more control over their power supply but do not want the financial and
operational problems of owning their infrastructure. When substantial amounts of customers
aggregate and switch their power supplier at the same time, there are many benefits which include:
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lower electrical rates through competition, more efficient energy supply, additional customer
choices and options, consumer protection, and local control, increased sustainability for the
residents, the Village, utilization of renewable energy, and local control without the burdens of
purchasing and maintaining expensive utility infrastructure.

National Historical Trends:
In this section, we detail a brief history of electrical aggregation programs for local communities,
followed by recent updates and the general direction of municipal activity. Historically, traditional
electrical markets were structured with a single utility responsible for generation, transmission, and
distribution for a specific geographical area. In Illinois, at the state level, the Utility Board
regulates the retail market for power generation and transmission. The Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission regulates interstate commerce as bearing on the electrical markets at the Federal
level. With energy deregulation at the federal and several state levels in the 1980s and 1990s and
new consumer favorable state laws- the ability to increase for customers- the choice for electrical
providers was achieved (Bartling, 2018). One favorable option for increasing customer choice is
the Community Choice Aggregation (CCA) program. “CCA’s are a legislative mechanism
allowing energy customers to pool their purchasing power to buy energy directly from an energy
provider instead of private energy contracts between individual consumers and investor-owned
utility companies” (Monk, 2020).
The CCA as a program was developed slowly but is increasingly now used nationwide and in
Illinois. In 1997 the Cape Light Compact, located in Cape Cod, Massachusetts, formed the first
CCA with the goals that today are also the same for many other CCA’s, increased influence over
local electrical choice for energy sources, and faster development of renewable energy generation.
California in 2002 added CCA program goals of lower electrical rates and support the local
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economy with job creation via alternative energy production (Xia, 2017). Other states soon
followed with the allowance of CCA programs.
In Illinois, several steps are needed to allow CCAs. In 1997 the Illinois Electric Service Customer
Choice and Rate Relief Law deregulated electrical energy retail markets to encourage Illinois
utilities (Ameren and ComEd) to move away from energy generation and shift focus to
distribution. This law allows for increased alternative energy producers and production. In 1999
large industrial and commercial users were first allowed to choose energy suppliers. In 2000 small
commercial users and finally, in 2002, residential consumers were allowed a choice. The phasing
in slowly of energy selection choice, allowed for stability, lower energy rates, and faster
innovative market mechanisms (Bartling, 2008). Unfortunately for residential consumers, there
were no initial alternative electric suppliers offered in an awkward transition period between the
traditional electric suppliers and the future alternative energy suppliers providing electrical power.
To promote electrical aggregation, in 2009, the Illinois Power Agency Act was amended to allow
Municipal Electric Aggregation where municipalities and counties can negotiate on behalf of
residential and small commercial customers. Then townships were allowed in 2012 (Faulkner,
2012). These negotiations have led over time to higher and lower energy rates and corresponding
program use.
From early adoption until more recent times, the period has seen CCA opt-out and into agreements
with utilities due to market conditions. Before 2017 participating communities experienced an
average price decrease greater than ten percent following the adoption of the CCA (Deryugina,
MacKay, & Reif, 2017). At the same time, local climate conditions have forced alternate energy
suppliers to raise their electrical rates higher than ComEd (Bartling, 2018). In 2017 in Illinois,
there were 490 CCA's providing 16.2 megawatts a year, 1.96 million customers (11% of retail
sales and 34% of total customers) leading the nation for CCA usage. In 2019 there were 750
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CCA’s, now allowed in eight states, procuring over 42 million megawatt-hours, 5% of all retail
sales, and 12% of retail customers (O'Shaughnessy et al. 2019).
Recent updates: As of July 31, 2021, Illinois communities with active power aggregation deals,
approximately 65%, offered a price rate lower than the supplier utility. This year compares
favorably to 2020, where just 14% of active aggregation deals had rates lower than the utility.
Additionally, there are twenty-six active green deals, of which twenty-two have lower rates than
ComEd. Of the 228 active aggregation deals with ComEd, the average rate is 6.56 cents per kWh
which is lower than the average ComEd rate of 6.776 cents per kWh (CUB, 2021). The power
generation and rate pricing changes lead to a volatile market that influences the value of the CCA;
currently, the market is very favorable for the local CCA compared to buying power from ComEd.
Historically the change in governmental regulations has led to increasing grouped consumer choice
and options for electrical generation and pricing. The sizeable number of customers and power in
agreements depicts a program that greatly benefits society. At the same time, volatility in the
market is always present. However, the flexibility of the agreements leads to the overall benefit to
the local community.

Stakeholder Analysis:
The stakeholders of an electrical aggregation include everyone who holds an interest in the
potential program. Residents and eligible small businesses have a stake in the prices they pay for
electricity. Residents, community groups, sustainability task forces, and elected officials may have
environmental-related interests that can be met with a renewable electrical aggregation program.
All aggregation companies have a stake in providing the electric supply for the city, and thirdparty consultants are interested in negotiating an arrangement on behalf of the municipality.
Elected officials have an obligation to the residents they represent and serve to protect their
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interests and those of the Village. Elected officials and staff are charged with ensuring that the
terms of an aggregation program, if selected, also align with the long-term goals of the Village, its
mission, and values.

Impacts:
The electrical aggregation program with renewable energy can affect political, societal,
environmental, and economic realms. It can be argued that by utilizing renewable energy, those
realms will be supported economically and at the same time lessen carbon footprints. Primarily to
be effective, the electrical rates must be negotiated to equal that of the investor-owned utility to be
competitive and accepted by residents unless otherwise agreed upon by village officials.
The political impact of CCAs is often found with approval at the ballot box. In Illinois, there are
two methods to approve a local CCA, the less commonly used one where residents opt-in to a local
program and a community referendum is not needed. The most common approval method where
residents opt-out of a program does require a referendum to allow the program to proceed. Since
2008 over seven hundred referendums for local CCA's have been approved, with a success rate of
82%. Communities with a higher population of residents over the age of 65 have an even higher
success rate (Bartling, 2008). With a very low downside for residents, CCA's allow for a method to
achieve lower electrical rates and possibly provide for the use of renewable energy sources. The
result of action at the ballot box provides evidence of remarkably high approval rates by residents
for CCAs for this municipal initiative. Possibly, this approval will be carried over to local
municipal staff and elected officials. Minor negative political effects could be caused if citizens are
confused by the opting/in and out process for the programs. The same could be true if suppliers
change residents back to ComEd and send update notices during a renewable program. If
numerous changes to the program occur, the confused citizens may contact the city hall or their
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elected officials to voice their concerns. Overall, the political impact of CCAs is beneficial for
local communities.
CCA advocates argue that there are several societal impacts of CCA’s; first, fulfilling a public
interest and equity role by ensuring the benefits of group efficiencies and purchasing power of
retail electric consumption reach all customers, including low usage ones. Secondly, lower electric
pricing may enhance economic development by attracting business to the community and possibly
increasing local job creation. Third, the process of enabling CCAs via local governments is subject
to ethics and open-bidding laws that are non-discriminatory and an open democratic process
(Patrick et al., 2016). One alternate societal impact is for energy justice for local citizens.
Community control or ownership of energy provision, along with attempts to create local green
jobs, and local income assistance for energy bills, can be included in power aggregation
agreements to provide/restore energy justice to disadvantaged communities (Monk, 2020).
The environmental impact of CCA’s as of 2017 has shown evidence of success as 22% of Illinois
electrical sales were using a renewable energy source. Notably, wind energy provided 90% of the
source energy and Biomass 5% as well. Of note, biomass as a renewable energy source can be
drawn from energy crops, agricultural and forestry residuals, municipal and wet waste (Bioenergy
Technology Office, 2021). Geographically the power generated is 40% Illinois based, 40%
regional, and 20% nationwide, notably Texas wind power is primarily distributed nationwide and
in Illinois (Deryugina, MacKay, & Reif, 2017). Illinois communities, being able to consume local
renewable energy, can promote its generation in areas that are more suited such as Texas wind or
solar in the south, by using Renewable Energy Certificates (REC's). RECs are a market-based
approach to promoting clean energy production (see figure 3, OurWorldofEnergy, 2016). RECs
ensure renewable energy sources will put a certain percentage of power consumed back into the
grid (CUB, 2021). RECs can also track and assign ownership to renewable energy generated,
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which can be claimed in the energy marketplace or by the energy seller and the end user-a
municipality.

Figure 3

In addition, local municipalities to promote renewable energy can require aggregator contract
bidders to obtain some or all of their power from renewable sources or provide energy-efficient
services to consumers. Suppose Lincolnwood were to decide that procuring renewable and
sustainable electrical energy was a priority. In that case, history is evident that options should be
presentable to allow for success in this decision.
The economic impact of CCAs can be measured at the state and local levels. Illinois has
population demographics close to the nationwide averages for income, employment, age, race, etc.,
and temperature patterns for power heating and cooling close to the U.S. average. With annual
electrical pricing at 4% less than the U.S. mean rate for 2000-2015, CCA's could be one reason for
the lower rates during this time frame. Energy from shale gas sources was unexpectedly available,
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and alternative energy providers could use this energy source at a lower rate than ComEd. In one
view, the CCAs promoted more carbon-based energy usage and the associated industry than
renewable energy sources. In addition, a study of Illinois electrical usage and CCA's found that
within the first year after passage of a supportive referendum that electrical rates fell, but usage
increased by 5%, that users realizing that pricing was going down actually increased their energy
usage (Deryugina & Reif, 2017). An electrical aggregation with 100% renewable energy can also
be the basis of obtaining a designation as a U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Green Power
Community at zero cost to the municipality. The economic impact locally thus can be lower
electrical rates that include Illinois-based renewable generation providing for local jobs and an
actual increase in delivered electrical power. Some aggregation agreements call for a civic
contribution to the city, which can then be designated for environmental initiatives or other
municipal projects, providing a positive economic impact for the municipality.
The impact of electrical power agreements has led politically to favorable resident acceptance
rates. The results of the agreements have led to positive societal results. Environmental impacts
have led to an increased usage of renewable energy sources. Economically the power agreements
have led to increased electrical energy use with lower rate pricing. Taken altogether, the impacts of
these agreements have led to positive results for communities.

Data Collection & Analysis
Seven hundred forty-six municipalities in Illinois were considered regarding electrical
aggregations; of those, 65% have selected an electrical supply aggregation (Illinois Commerce
Commission, 2021). Of those municipalities, more than half are downstate in a different territory,
with supply from Homefield Energy through Amren service, not ComEd. To make similar
comparisons, only those offering supply in the ComEd territory are considered (See Figure 4).
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22% of the seven hundred forty-six communities in Illinois that previously held aggregations, such
as Lincolnwood, have allowed them to expire and have reverted to ComEd as the supplier.

Figure 4

Of the aggregations in Illinois in the ComEd territory, the most popular companies selected
include Dynegy, Eligo, and MC Squared (See figure 5). Other less popular supply companies
include AEP, Constellation, Energy Harbor, and Nordic Energy.
Customer service data for each company is also collected and available from the Illinois
Commerce Commission at Pluginillinois.org. The number of customer complaints rate is
represented using a star system, one being the worst with the highest complaint rate and five being
the best with the lowest complaint rating. Of the seven most popular options currently being used
in Illinois, the highest-ranked company is Constellation Energy (five stars), coming in twelfth
overall out of a total of 58 companies. The highest-rated company with renewable options and five
stars is MC squared, coming in 15th place overall (See figure 5).
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Figure 5

Several cities in proximity to Lincolnwood or are similarly sized are in figure 6 for comparison on
aggregation programs listing community, supplier choice, rate structure, program expiration,
service area, and population. MC Squared has been the most popular choice among the
communities listed. Each company is required to post environmental disclosure statements, as
required under Section 16-127 of the Electric Service Customer Choice and Rate Relieve Law of
1997 and the rules of the Illinois Commerce Commission, 83 Ill. Adm. Code 421, see sample
statement from Dynegy Energy in appendix A. Upon review of each supplier's statement, all
suppliers derive most of their electricity supply from traditional sources, with typically five percent
or less deriving from wind, hydro, solar, or biomass sources. The companies that hold renewable
aggregations do so by matching the ComEd rate and using RECs as described previously. These
companies include Eligo, MC Squared, and Dynegy. AEP does offer renewable options in the
energy market, but this option is not held by a municipal aggregation presently. Other renewable
programs offer a separate, optional rate that residents can select to support renewable energy, such
as in Rosemont.
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Figure 6

Energy suppliers should be evaluated on several different criteria whenever available and
compared to the needs of the Village, such as rate and structure (fixed rate vs. Variable), term
length (12, 24, or 36 months), early termination fees, number of aggregations held by the supplier,
number of total accounts, and the power sources utilized (renewable vs. Traditional).

Next Steps:
If an aggregation program is desired, a municipal authority aggregation data request must be
submitted to ComEd to obtain account data files necessary for the bid process. Internal
stakeholders must form a plan that aligns the goals of the Village with the best aggregation option.
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A communication plan will be required if an aggregation program is undertaken. The residents
and eligible small business owners will need to be notified of the aggregation selection, program
details, and opt-out instructions if desired, see appendix B for sample mailing (Village of
Montgomery/Eligo, 2020). The communications plan should include social media postings,
mailings, and program rollout instructions for staff. Frequently asked questions can be posted
online and provided also to staff who will receive calls and visitors regarding the program, see
sample FAQ sheet in appendix C (Village of River Forest, 2020). Communication will also need to
take place if any changes are made to the program such as during additions or drops in service for
renewable energy programs as consumption is monitored, see sample drop notice in appendix D
(Eligo, 2020).

Alternatives:
Another renewable energy option not covered within this research that can be explored is a
community solar program. These community programs allow residents to support solar initiatives
without the need to purchase solar array systems for their homes. Like an aggregation, a
municipality or an individual subscribes to a solar farm as their electric supplier. The Village of
Glencoe had adopted this program (Village of Glencoe, 2021). The solar farm generates power to
sell to ComEd to help meet the states' 25% renewable energy goal. Like other aggregations using
RECs, the resident is credited with the value of that power, even though the actual supply is not
coming directly from the solar farm. Solar initiatives like this and others are supported through the
Metropolitan Mayors Caucus, Solsmart program, and Greenest Regions Compact. Each of these
programs or groups can be explored further as they relate to sustainability initiatives in northern
Illinois (Metropolitan Mayors Caucus, 2021). Lastly, other consultants can be explored who offer
services similar to NIMEC to maximize purchasing power for Lincolnwood.
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Recommendations:
With the pricing power of a grouped customer base for cities and villages such as Lincolnwood,
energy provided by third-party vendors can have more attractive rates than ComEd. This power
aggregation can also help provide increased sustainability for the residents, the Village, and the
state of Illinois by encouraging the utilization of renewable energies as the source of power and
enabling the Village to receive a civic contribution at zero added cost to residents and the Village.
Lincolnwood can lower its carbon footprint with the increased use of renewable energies.
Additionally, the partnership with a power aggregator that provides at least five percent of its
electrical power via renewable sources will allow the city to be designated a US EPA Green Power
Community. It is recommended that a third-party consultant be used to obtain a renewable energy
electrical aggregation, maximizing the buying power for Lincolnwood with no cost to residents.
The consultant will alleviate pressure from staff to seek bids, field calls and perform analysis year
after year.

Challenges: Lincolnwood staff will need time to prepare the power aggregation documents
for entering the bidding and agreement process, followed by evaluating the power aggregators and
implementation of the agreement. Additionally, the natural gas market has a very volatile market
as we transition into winter. This volatility will affect the other electrical power sources and
suppliers' pricing and ability to deliver. The current ability to forecast the market is almost zero.
The volatility of the market can potentially impact customer service levels if confusion arises
through supplier change notifications.

Timeline: It can be expected to take a few weeks to request and obtain the necessary
documents that will be required to begin the bidding process. If the village desires to join NIMEC,
the timeline will likely be shortened, having alleviated staff time and numerous connections. The
22

bid and bid review process will take the greatest amount of time, depending on response times
from suppliers, as well as staff and board review time.
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Village of Lincolnwood Environmental Commission
2022 Proposed Calendar
(The Environmental Commission will meet Bi-monthly on the 4th Monday)

January 24, 2022
March 28, 2022
May 23, 2022
July 25, 2022
September 26, 2022
November 28, 2022

Environmental
Commission
DECEMBER 6, 2021

Agenda
 Call to Order
 Roll Call
 Assignment of a Temporary Presiding Officer
 Approval of Minutes
 New Business

 Analysis of Power Aggregation Options: Presentation and Discussion – NIU MPA Students (Robert Bohannon, Terry Lusby Jr.,
and Christine Wagner)
 Proposed Calendar
 Review of OakToberfest

 Old Business

 Lincolnwood in Bloom Winners

 Staff Report

 Upcoming Presentations and Requests
 Reminder about Completing Anti-Harassment Training

 Comments from the Public
 Adjournment

Bob Bohannon
Terry Lusby, Jr.
Chris Wagner

Electrical Aggregation
Report for Lincolnwood,
IL

Introduction
What
Lincolnwood
asked for
(Problem they
have)

What are
aggregations
types

Problem Statement & Background

Opt-out & Opt-in

Why it
Matters/Poten Five Major Benefits
tial benefits

Academic Literature Review
• What Is Electrical Aggregation
• Electrical aggregation is
another term for Community
Choice Aggregation (CCA);
CCA is defined as a
procurement method that
allows municipalities to
procure electricity on behalf
of residents and small
businesses within a particular
area.

Community Choice Aggregations first emerged in the late 1990s. Massachusetts
was the first state in the United States to pass CCA legislation in 1997, and
Illinois passed it in 2009. On August 10, 2009 Illinois passed the Power Agency
Act (09-0176/20 ILCS 3855/1-92), which allowed municipalities the ability to
procure electricity on behalf of residents and small business by alternative
electric suppliers.

Aggregation Implementation

Referendum
• Municipality can
proceed if
referendum is passed

Competitive
Proposal Process
• Municipality can
proceed if proposals
are favorable

Select Alternative
Electrical Supplier
• Available option for
customers or small
business to opt-out of
aggregation

New Electrical
Supply Begins
• 1 - 3 year renewal
standard

Renewable Energy Credits

Data Collection & Analysis

Nearby/
Comparably
Sized
Electrical
Aggregations

Recommendation

Join NIMEC
• Reduce burden on
staff
• Value added at no
cost to residents

Explore Bids
• Both traditional and
renewable programs

Determine if
Options align with
Village Goals
• Internal discussion
among stakleholders
• Ideally pursue a
renewable energy
option with rate
matching ComEd

Timelines,
Decisions
& Next
Steps

Contact Information:

Thank You!
We welcome
any questions
you might
have.

Bob Bohannon:
Z1075015@students.niu.edu
Terry Lusby, Jr.:
Z1787737@students.niu.edu
Chris Wagner:
Z1884587@students.niu.edu

Agenda
 Call to Order
 Roll Call
 Assignment of a Temporary Presiding Officer
 Approval of Minutes
 New Business

 Analysis of Power Aggregation Options: Presentation and Discussion – NIU MPA Students (Robert Bohannon, Terry Lusby Jr.,
and Christine Wagner)
 Proposed Calendar
 Review of OakToberfest

 Old Business

 Lincolnwood in Bloom Winners

 Staff Report

 Upcoming Presentations and Requests
 Reminder about Completing Anti-Harassment Training

 Comments from the Public
 Adjournment

Village of Lincolnwood
Environmental Commission
Lincolnwood in Bloom
2021 Winners

st
1 Place - Zaid Hussein

nd
2 Place - Neena Dave

rd
3 Place - Beth & Ralph Sair

Adjournment

